
CLIENT PROFILE

St Giles Trust is an 
award-winning UK social 
justice charity using expertise 
and real-life past experiences 
to empower people who are 
not getting the help they 
need. St Giles use details of 
their clients to deliver services 
that enable them to turn their 
life around, regardless of their 
situation.

Between 2019 and 2020, St 
Giles helped over 20,000 
people, assisting 5,568 
individuals to find housing, 
and almost 700 
disadvantaged people find 
work. 

St Giles Trust, a charity helping those from 
disadvantaged backgrounds achieve a positive 
future, chooses Keepabl to help manage data 

protection requirements

The Customer
St Giles Trust

The Challenge
Improving the 

maintenance of Article 30 
Records of Processing 

Activities

The Solution
Keepabl’s GDPR SaaS 

Solution

The Results
• Easier management of 

Article 30 records
• Improved Privacy 

Governance
• Improved GDPR 

reporting

‘Reviewing the 
Keepabl KPIs and 
reports provides the 
information we need 
to ensure we are 
meeting 
requirements for 
data privacy 
management.

With Keepabl, we 
have a more efficient 
way of maintaining 
the details and 
analysing risks.’ THE GDPR CHALLENGE

St Giles’s Privacy by Design & by Default approach ensures they 
respect the trust of clients, staff, volunteers, donors and other 
parties through correct handling, communication and due 
diligence of personal data.

As a charity taking care of crucial services to individuals, St Giles 
already had great Privacy compliance. The team, however, 
wanted the benefits of a SaaS solution.

Deputy Chief Executive Malcolm Walker needed a way to 
improve the maintenance of the Article 30 Records of 
Processing Activities and ongoing compliance, and so chose 
Keepabl to help with the task at hand.
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Malcolm Walker
Deputy Chief Executive

St Giles Trust
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Still struggling with 
spreadsheets?

Contact us to see how easy we 
make getting – and staying – 
compliant with GDPR.

Our holistic approach means 
you’re up and running quickly, 
and see results fast.

hello@keepabl.com

 

THE SOLUTION
From Sheet to SaaS

Keepabl allows you to 
migrate effectively from 
Word or Excel Sheets, with 
visually-engaging reporting 
that can be used to 
showcase your compliance 
to the Board or regulators.

THE RESULT: 
MITIGATING RISK 
& BREACH 

St Giles transferred existing 
details from Word 
documents into Keepabl in 
order to improve efficiency 
and ease of use.

‘Using Keepabl, we can 
easily get to more details 
for each risk level and 
analyse where data is 
transferred and where it is 
stored.’

See how Keepabl can help 
your company achieve its 
Privacy goals.

Get your demo now.
 

Screenshots are examples only,
not from a customer instance

St Giles Trust, a charity helping those from 
disadvantaged backgrounds achieve a positive 
future, chooses Keepabl to help manage data 

protection requirements

Contact us for a demo!

https://keepabl.com/book-a-demo/?mtm_campaign=d_c_case_study&mtm_source=st_giles_case_study&mtm_medium=site
https://keepabl.com/book-a-demo/?mtm_campaign=d_c_case_study&mtm_source=st_giles_case_study&mtm_medium=site

